GLOBAL RACING SYSTEM
THE SOUTH GARDA KARTING

OF LONATO (BS)
CELEBRATES THE WINNERS OF THE WSK FINAL
CUP OPENER: POWELL (JAM – ENERGY-TM 60
MINI), BARNARD (GB – KR-PARILLA OKJ),
TRAVISANUTTO (I – KR-PARILLA OK) AND
LAMMERS (NL – SODI-TM KZ2). NEXT ROUND IN
CASTELLETTO (PV) ON NOVEMBER 11TH.
ST

LONATO (BRESCIA, ITALY), OCTOBER 21 , 2018

ROLLING START IN LONATO.
Three racing weekends separate the one just ended in
Lonato (BS) to the closer of Adria (RO) on November
25th during which the WSK Final Cup’s contenders will
put on a fierce competition on track. These are the
premises at South Garda Karting for the series that ends
the WSK Promotion season. Several interesting names of
International Karting emerged in the opener. Others are
called to bounce back in the second round, scheduled for
the weekend of November 11th at the Circuit 7 Laghi in
Castelletto di Branduzzo (PV).

ALEX POWELL, THE BENCHMARK IN 60 MINI.
The very young Alex Powell (Energy-TM-Vega) came
from Jamaica resolute to shine: he managed to do
exactly this after beating the young karting promise
Brando Badoer (Parolin-TM), who has battled for the
victory all the way to the flag of the Final. The two
exchanged on top of the charts for the whole weekend,
starting from qualifying heats up to Prefinals, when they
claimed one win each. At the start of the Final, Powell
was quick to take the lead, while Badoer had initially to
concede the second place to the Brit Coskun Irfan
(Parolin-TM). The young Italian bounced back in the
second half of the race and found his way past Irfan,
when Powell was too far away though. The classification
of the first round rewards the results scored in the heats,
Prefinal and Final and currently sees Powell on top at 90
points.

TAYLOR BARNARD RECOVERS AND WINS OK JUNIOR.
The British driver Taylor Barnard (KR-Parilla-Vega) had
Prefinal-A as the turning point in his quest to the victory in
OKJ. He had to recover following some results in the
heats that did not place him to the front of the pack. The
victory in the Prefinal allowed the Brit to get a pole
position start in the Final and Taylor did not miss the
chance to keep the lead all the way through. The race put
in by the Russian Nikita Bedrin (Tony Kart-Vortex) was
also quite good and, after a sudden hiccup that slowed
him down in the heats, he managed to recover up to P2
in the Final. Bedrin had to face the challenge of his fellow
countryman Kirill Smal (Tony Kart-Vortex), who
eventually was third, following a penalty handed to the
Italian Gabriele Minì (Parolin-TM) after the race, due to
his racing behaviour. In the provisional standings,
Barnard is the leader with 84 points.

LORENZO TRAVISANUTTO, FIRST LEADER IN OK.
The first win in OK went to the Italian Lorenzo
Travisanutto (KR-Parilla-Bridgestone), who got the full
haul in this first round: he won all the heats, Prefinal A
and then claimed the win in the Final by a good margin.
The Dutch Kas Haverkort (CRG-TM) tried to challenge
him. He recovered up to the victory in Prefinal B and
then tried to chase Travisanutto. Haverkort eventually
had to settle for P2, as the Italian Luigi Coluccio
(BirelArt-TM) tried to attack him staying in his
slipstream. Following the win from Haverkort to
Coluccio, Travisanutto is currently leading OK at 90
points.

BAS LAMMERS VICTORIOUS IN KZ2.
Bas Lammers (SodiKart-TM-Bridgestone) managed to
win KZ2 setting a pace that took him to the win in all the
races he run in Lonato: namely, qualifying heats,
Prefinal and Final. The Dutch only struggled a bit
towards the end of the Final, when the strong Finn Simo
Puhakka (Tony Kart-Vortex) tried to steal the win from
him. Lammers managed to fend him off even when the
Italian Marco Ardigò (Tony Kart-Vortex) slid in the fight
for the top. The three crossed the finish line in this
order, which allowed Lammers to take the lead of the
classification at 90 points.
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